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INTRODUCTION 
In this work we present a unified approach for treating the existence, 
uniqueness and asymptotic stability of classical solutions for a class of 
nonlinear partial differ~ntial equations governing the behavior of nonlinear 
conttnuous dynamical systems. F-rom this class we treat the following initial 
boundary value problems for a e positive constant in varying detail: 
ut - u = f(u,u ,x,t) 
_ XX X 
f (u,u ,u ,ut,x,t) 
X y 
.] 
(A) 
(B) 
(c) 
(D) 
(E) 
Here there is no intention of indicating how the content of the nonlinearities 
is determined. That will be discussed in our detailed consideration of (A). 
Some problems of this type have been treated before . Ficken and Fleishman 
[1] investigated the exist~nce, uniqueness and stability of solutions of the 
initial value problem for 
Greenberg, MacCamy and Mizel - [2) have treated the initial boundary value 
problem for utt- uxxt = cr'(ux)uxx (which is a special case of (A)) using 
some results from the theory of parabolic equations. Rabinowitz [3,4] 
has proven the existence of periodic solutions for utt + 2aut - uxx = ef 
where E: is a small par8I!leter and f is periodic in time. In [3] he 
treats f = f(u,ux,ut,x,t) and in [4] he treats the fUlly nonlinear case 
f = f(u,ux,ut,uxx,uxt,utt'x,t). To do this he uses methods from the theory 
of elliptic boundary value problems. Avner Friedman treats equations of 
the type (C) in his book on parabolic equations [5]. Notice that Burger's 
equation is a special case of (C). 
This paper is divided into two parts. In part one we discuss the 
general ideas involved, including the general type of problem to which the 
techniques of this paper cah be applied, the fixed point theorem used for 
proving existence and uniqueness,and a Liapunov functional approach to 
stability which is an extension of Liapunov's direct method fo r ordinary 
differential equations. In part two we treat the specific equations listed 
above in varying detail, using the ideas developed in part one. 
Equation (A) will be treated in the greatest detail, making concrete all 
the basic ideas of this paper. Equations (B) and (C) will be discussed in a 
similar manner; however, the lemmas and proofs of the theorems will not be 
included. Because of space limitations, we give only a brief discussion of 
equation (D); it was selected because it has two spatial dimensions. Equation 
(E) will not be considered at all, it can be treated in the same way as (A) 
and is mentioned here only to make the reader aware of the applicability of 
the ideas in this paper to systems. We feel that an understanding of part 
two will give the reader the necessary tools for handling similar problems. 
Much of this material was originally discussed in [6) in a Sobolev space 
context; this paper is an improvement over those results. The authors thank 
· Charles De Prima of Cal Tech for the suggestion that led to the present 
treatment. 
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PART I 
GENERAL THEORY 
In this part we discuss the basic ideas for treating existence, unique-
ness and stability for problems of the form: 
(~) 
a>o, x E ~ and t E [O,T] 
with homogeneous boundary conditions 
Bu(x,t) = 0 for x E ~~ (2) 
and initial conditions 
u(x,o) = a1 (x), ut (x,o) = a2 (x) • (3) 
Here .11_ and .t2 are linear self adjoint "spatial" operators with certain 
other properties depending on the context, f is a nonlinear function of 
x, t, u and some derivatives of u, and ~ is a spatial domain. 
In the treatment of equations (A),(B) and (C) in part II, ~ is the 
interva~ [0,1] and for equation (D) it is [0,1] x [0,1]. Equation (C) 
does not fa~ into the form of (1)-(3), however, it wi~~ be clear how to 
extend the ideas of this paper to the initia~ boundary value prob~em: 
u11 + ,tu = f, x E ~ 
with homogeneous boundary conditions 
and t E [O,T] 
Bu(x,t) = 0 for x E ~ 
and initial condition 
u{x,o) = a(x) , 
of which (C) is a special case. 
(4) 
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1.2 FOP.MULATION OF F:XISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS FOR (1) - (3). 
The key idea in our method for proving existence and uniqueness is the 
construction of a solution to the linear nonhomogeneous problem 
,tu = F(x,t) (5) 
associated with (1) by the use of an eigenfunction expansion. In order to 
do this vie assume there exists a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions 
which are eigenfunctions for both and 
.1:2 ' i.e.' 
_r_m = 11 rn , and -c:!rnn(x) = 0 for x E 019 • Caughey and -.,:'~'n ... n '~'n "-"Y 
O'Kelly [7] have derived necessary and sufficient conditions for this to be 
true; we state them here without proof: 
a. the operators ~ and .c2 commute, i.e., J~J~ = J:2Xi , 
b. if the operators are of different order the boundary conditions 
on the higher order operator must be derivable from a compatible 
set of boundary conditions on the lower order operator. 
The unique solution of (1)-(3) can be viewed as a fixed point of the 
mapping A: u + v defined by 
(6) 
or in terms of A 
v =Au (7) 
where u and v are required to satisfy the initialand boundary conditions 
(2) and (3). This, of course, is not the only mapping which can be defined 
from (1); however, this form is particularly useful because of the "damping " 
term, ~vt, and because of the properties of the eigenvalues of ~and ~· 
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Since -s_ and .~:2 are assumed to have the same complete set of 
eigenfunctions, an eigenfunction expansion can be used to find an explicit 
representation for the mapping. This is the same as saying that the linear 
nonhomogeneous equation (6) with F(x,t) = f(u(x,t),ut(x,t), ••• ,x,t) can be 
solved by an eigenfunction expansion 
ro 
v(x,t) = ~v (t)cp (x) • (8) 
1 n n 
The differential equation (6) requires that the v (t) must satisfy the 
n 
nonhomogeneous ordinary differential equation 
vntt + 2CO.. v t + J..1 v = F ( t ) n n n n n 
with initial conditions 
v (0) = a 
n ln ' 
where 
F (t) 
n 
=I F(x,t)cp (x)dx = r f(u(x,t),ut(x,t), ••• ,x,t)cpn(x)dx J~ n j~ 
and 
= J a.(x)cp (x)dx, 
~ ~ n 
i = 1,2 . 
The solution of (9)-(10) can be written 
t 
vn(t) = a1nvln(t) + a2nv2n(t) + j0 Fn(v)v2n(t-v)dv 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
where v1n(t) and v2n(t) solve the howogeneous equation (9) with initial 
conditions 
v1n(o) = 1 v2n(O) = 0 
vlnt(o) = o v2nt(o) = 1 • 
(14) 
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The mapping (7) can now be written 
ro ro 
v =Au= f a1nvln(t)cpn(x) + :p a2nv21/t)cpn(x) 
CD t 
+L) ( r F (v)v2n(t-v)dv)cp (x). 
l jo n n 
(15 ) 
This is the form of the mapping we use in our discussion of existence and 
uniqueness . 
The existence and uniqueness of a classical solution to (l)- (3) is thus 
r educed to showinb that A , explicitly given i n (15 ), is a contraction 
mapping on a suitable complete metri c space . The distance function we use 
is a curious sort of norm; for example, in the case of equation (A) we use 
and 
lg(x,t)l = max lg (x,t) l, 0 = [0,1] X [O,T] 
m n 
rl 2 . 1/2 
lg (x,t)ILm = max ( j g (x,t)dx) • 
tE[O,T] 0 
(16) 
(l7) 
The form of the fixed point theorem we use is taken from Korevaar (8 ], 
page 2l3: 
Definition: Let N be a metric space . The transfc~ation A of N into 
itself is called a contraction if there exists a positive constant r < l 
such t hat 
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Contraction Mapping Tneorc:m : Let A be a contraction operator on a nonempty 
complete metric space N. Then A has exactly one fixed-point \.'. 
u0 is any point in N 
u = lim 
k-+o:> 
and j_f 
As k -+- 00 the distance between u and k A u0 tends to zero at least as 
fast as k r 
The proof of this is in Korevaar. 
In each case in pare II we proceed by defining a sttitable complete 
metric space and then finding conditions such that A maps the space into 
itself and is a contraction. Each case contains three results related to 
existence and uniqueness: 
(a) An existence, lli!iqueness theorem on a finite Lnterval t E [O,T]. 
Here there are essentially no restrictions on f, a0 and lJ. except for smoothness 
requirements, and the contraction mapping is obtained by making T small . 
The problem of the extension of solutions to a maximum time interval is not 
considered in this paper. 
(b) An existence, uniqueness theorem on the semi-infinite interval 
t E [O,oo ). Here along \vith smoothness conditions we require that a0 , a1 
and f be small and that fl = o u:::O (i.e. u = 0 is an equilibrium 
solution). This theorem also gives the any.iJptotic stability of the zero 
solution. 
(c) A bound on the solution under the cond.i tions used in (b). This 
is obtained by using a fonn of the Gronwall lemma. 
Since nonlinear problems are j_n general rr.uch more difficult than linear 
problems, an interesting question is 11vlhen does the solution of the nonlinear 
problem behave like the solution of the linearized version? 11 
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For ordinary differential equations there are theorems attributed in 
various places to Liapunov, Poincare and Perron, which say, in essence, that 
if solutions of the linearized equation are asymptotically stable and the 
nonlinearity is small then solutions of the nonlinear equation are 
asymptotically stable. Results (b) and (c) together comprise a theorem of 
this type for the equations considered in this paper; a Liapunov-Poincare 
type theorem. 
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l. 3 FORMULATION OF LIAPUNOV ' S DIRECT METHOD FOR S'L'ABILITY. 
Stability analysis by Liapunov's Direct Method has been applied extensively 
to ordinary differential equations and so it is natural to look for extensions 
of this method to partial differential equations. Several recent papers 
[9,10,11] treat stability for certain partial differential equations by such 
an extension. Greenberg, MacCamy and Mizel [2] and Rabinowitz [3] treat 
stability by a method which is essentially the same as the Direct Method. 
In this section we state a theorem on asymptotic stability which applies 
to (1)-(2) if a "Liapunov Functional" can be constructed. It is assumed here 
that (1) admits a zero (equilibrium) solution. 
We introduce a state vector U(x,t) which consists of u defined by 
(1)-(3) (or (4)), ut and various spatial derivatives of u and ut , sometimes 
writing U(x,t,u0 ) where u0 (x) denotes the initial state of the system, i.e., 
U(x,o,u0 ) = u0 • The asymptotic stability will be discussed in terms of a 
time dependent norm, 
p(t) = <j <ui + ~ + ••• + ~)dx)l/2' 
[;) 
(18) 
where the Ui(x,t) are the scalar components of U. For example, in Case A, 
Il 2 2 2 2 1/2 p ( t ) = ( ( u +u +ut +u )dx) • O X XX 
Before proceeding to the theorem, which is almost identical to a theorem 
proved by Kalman and Bertram [12] for ordinary differential equations, we need 
the following stability definitions in terms of the norm, p 
Definition 1: The zero solution of (1)-(3) (or (4)) is said to be stable if 
for every ~ > 0 there exists a &(£) > 0 such that p(O) ~ & implies 
p(t) < £ for all t > 0 • 
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Derinition 2: The zero solution of (l) - (3) (or (4)) is said to be 
asymptotically stable in the large if 
l) the zero solution is stable, and 
2) all solutions which are bounded initially (p(O) is bounded) 
remain bounded ~or all time (p(t) is bounded for all t ~ 0) 
and approach zero as t + co ( lim p(t) = 0). 
t+oo 
Let ~~be a spatial integral operator (functional) which maps the vector 
function U(x,t) into a scalar fUnction V(t), i.e., ~[U(x,t)] = V(t) • 
Liapunov Stability Theorem (Liapunov's Direct Method for Asymptotic Stability): 
Suppose there exists a functional ~[U(x,t)] = v(t) differentiable in t 
along every solution curve U such that ~~ [ 0] = 0 and 
a) ~~[U] = V(t) is positive definite, that is, there exists a continuous 
nondecreasing scalar function 131 such that 131(0) = 0 and for 
all t and all u + 0 ' 0 < 131(p(t)) ~ V(t) . 
' 
b) there exists a continuous scalar function y such that y(O) = 0 
and the derivative V of V along the motion satisfies, for all 
t > 0 and U + 0 , v(t) ~ -y(p(t)) < o ; 
c) there exists a continuous, nondecreasing scalar function 132 such 
that 132(0) = 0 and, for all t, V(t) ~ 132(p(t)) ; 
d) 131(p)+oo as p+oo. 
Then the ~era solution of (1)-(3) (or (4)) is asymptotically stable in the 
large. 
The proof is contained in [6j and a similar proof is contained in [12]. 
Definition 3 : A functional r [U] , which maps the vector function U(x, t) 
into a scalar function of t and which satisfies the conditions of the 
above theorem is called a Liapunov Functional. 
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Liapunov's Direct Method for stability has the advantage that it does 
not require any knowledge of the solution (except that it satisfy a certain 
differential equation); however, it suffers in that there is no general way 
to find a Liapunov Functional. An exception to this is the case of (1) 
where f = 0 , i.e. the linear homogeneous case. A Lipaunov Functional can 
be constructed by multiplying utt + 2~ut + ~2u = 0 by ut + ~u, 
integrating over the domain ~ and then making appropriate restrictions on 
~~ and ~2 • We shall demonstrate the procedure here since it can be carried 
out for the general operators ~ and ~2 and because the functional so 
constructed will be useful for the cases considered in part II. In the 
following derivation we assume ~ and ~ are self-adjoint. 
then 
If the inner product of f(x) and g{x) is defined by 
( f, g) = J fg dx 
fj 
(19) 
+ (ut,2~ut) + (ut,~2u) + (a~u,utt) + (2~u,2~ut) + (a~u,~2u). 
The relations 
imply 
(a~u,utt) = (~u,ut)t- (~ut,ut) 
(-s_u,~ut) = ~(J''l.U'.l''J..U\ 
(20) 
(21) 
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If we define 
V(t) = ~ [(u,£2u) + (ut+a~u,ut+~u) + cf-(~u,s~u)1 (22) 
then (2lj can be written 
. 
v(t) =-a[(ut,~ut) + (s~u,!2u)) • 
By making appropriate restrictions on ~ and £2 , e.g., positive 
definiteness, it can be shown that V in (22) is a Liapunov Functional for 
(l)-(2) with f = 0 • 
If we consider (l) with f + 0 the same procedure yields 
(24) 
and 
. 
v1 (t) = -a[(ut'~ut)+(s~u,£2u)) + (ut+~u,f) • (25) 
v1 will be part of the Liapunov Functionals constructed in part II. 
In the cases to follow later we pick one or two rather specific 
nonlinearities f and prove the asymptotic stability in the large in terms of 
some norm, p, by constructing a Liapunov functional. It can be seen from 
these cases that the application of the Liapunov stability theorem is more 
general than the Liapunov-Poincare result described in section 1.2 in the sense 
that there is no restriction on the size of the initial data (recall asymptotic 
stability in the large) or the size of the nonlinearity, only a restriction 
on the form of the nonlinearity. For example, in the Liapunov-Poincare type 
result the sign of the nonlinearit! plays no role; however, in Liapunov's 
direct method it may determine the difference between stability or instability. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION. 
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PART II 
APPLICATIONS 
Each of the four cese~ presented here is discussed in the follo-wing -way: 
a) Existence and uniqueness or classical solutions (i.e. solutions such that 
u and all the derivatives appearing in the differential equation are 
continuous) on a finite interval and an infinite interval, b) a Liapunov-
Poincare type theorem and c) stability via Liapunov's direct method. Case A 
is -worked out in considerable detail and is the only case -where proofs a~e 
given. We feel that an understanding of the proofs in Case A -will allo-w 
the reader to supply his own proofs for the other cases. Cases B and C -will 
be discussed in a similar manner; ho-wever, the lemmas and proofs of the 
theorems -will not be included. For Case D, 'We give only a brief discussion. 
2.2 CASE A. 
2.2a. Preliminaries. 
The differential equation is 
x E [0,1] , t > o , a > o , 
-with boundary and initial C'!Ondltions 
u(o,t) = u(l,t) = 0 , 
u(x,O) = a1(~), ut(x,O) = a2 (x) • 
The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues associated -with 
section 1.2) are 
<p (x) = J2 sin n1fx , 
n 
2 2 )..n = 1-ln = n f( 
(Al) 
(A2) 
(A3) 
(A4) 
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so the solution of (Al)-(A3) can be viewed as a fixed point of the mapping 
A defined in equation (15) with 
F(x,t) = f(u(x,t),u (x,t),ut(x,t),uxt(x,t),u (x,t),x,t) (A5) X _ XX 
and 
an2 2t 2 2 
= e- 1f [ cosh Xt + an 1f sinh Xt] 
X 
2 2 
-an 1t t sinh Xt 
(A6) 
= e X 
where 
X -- ( 2 4 4 2 2)
1/2 a n 1t -n 1t • (A7) 
The following relationships are needed for the existence, uniqueness 
discussion: 
roo 2 1 j v2n(t)dt = 2 4 0 4an 1{ 
roo 2 1 j v2nt(t)dt = 2 2 • 0 4an 1t 
(AS) 
For every a> 0 there exist positive a and k such that 
(A9) 
~ k(~-)2(i-l)e-at, ...... j = 1,2; i > 1 
Also 
(AlO) 
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The inequalities (AlO) do not follow from (A9), but cen be obtained by 
examining the integrals directly. 
We want to prove existence and uniquenes s of classical solutions to 
(Al)-(A3),that is, we seek solutions u(x,t) such that and 
are continuous. Before defining the appropriate norm and function 
spaces we otfer the following partial motivation for our choi ce of norm (other 
norms were tried but failed to produce the desired contraction mappings). 
Because of the nature of the Fourier series representation of solutions 
to !U = F(x,t), the square integrability of Fxx and Ft on 
0 = [0,1] X [O,T) is needed in order for and u to be XX 
continuous on 0 (for details,seeLemma A2, following ). The square 
integrability of F 
XX 
and also yields the continuity of u XXX on o, 
the square integrability of uxxxx' uxxxt and uxtt on _ [0,1] for every 
t in [O,T] and the continuity of these integrals in t. This indicates 
that in order for there to be no derivative loss in the transformation of 
u into v defined by !V = f(u,···), a condition necessary to obtain a 
contraction mapping, the nonlinearity f can contain only u,u ,ut,u X XX 
and ~· We define the following normed function spaces: 
Definition Al: 
where C(O) is the class of continuous functions on 0 • 
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Definition A2: B is the completion of C under the norm 
where I lm and I ILm ~re defined in section 1. 2, (17). 
We also need an auxiliary t-dependent nann, llu\1 1 , defined as 
llull1 = lui + lu I + lutl + lu I II)_ xm1 ~ xx~ 
+ luxtl~ + luttl~ + luxxxl~ + luxxtl~ (All) 
+ luxxxxiL + luxxxtiL + luxttiL 
where 
lg(x,t)l = max lg{x,t)l 1 ~ xE [0 ,1] 
and 
1 2 1/2 
lg{x,t)IL = ( \ g (x,t)dx) • 
"O 
For a discussion of some o~ the properties of B seethe Appendix. 
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We now state and proYe two lemmas needed in the proofs of the existence 
and uniqueness theorems. 
CD 
Lennna Al: Let h(x,t) = L: C (t)cp (x) vlhere 
1 n n 
C"(t) is continuous on 
n 
Then h E B if the ser·ies ~ c2(t)n81f8 , 
1 n 
converge uniformly on [O,T). Also 
N 
~ c• 2(t)n61f6 and 
1 n 
Proof: Let hN = 6 C (t)cp (x); then by assumption hN E C . The uniform 
1 n n 
[O,T). 
convergence of the thre~ series insures that (~) is a Cauchy sequence in 
B. The inequality (A12) follows from applications of the Schwarz inequality. 
For example, consider 
and 
Therefore 
and 
Definition A3: 
M = {ulu E B, u(x,O) = a1(x), ut(x,O) = a2 (x), u(o,t) = u(l,t)=O). 
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Lemma A2: The linear nonhomogeneous problem !v • F(x,t), subject to (A2,3 ), 
has a solution v EM given by v(x,t) = s 1 + s 2 + s 3 , where 
00 00 
sl = 'f a1 v1 (t)q> (x) , s 2 = '6 a2nv2 (t)q> (x) and n n n 1 n n 
00 
s =~ 3 1 
t 
l F (v)v2n(t-v)dv q> (x) . Moreover, there exist positive constants K1 j 0 n n 
and K2 depending on k (see (A9 )-(A10)) such that 
and 
provided that 
a. F(x,t) is an indefinite integral in t for almost every x 
b. 
·c. 
e. 
and F (x,t) 
X 
is an indefinite integral in x for every t , 
F(O,t) = F(l,t) = 0 
IT rl F2 dxdt and jo jo xx 
' T 1 I I F~ dxdt 
0 0 
and a2xx vanish at 
exist , 
X = 0 and X = 1 • 
(A13) 
(A14) 
t 
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Proof: Since B is a linear space v E B as long as s1 , s 2 and s3 E B • 
It is easy to verify that s1 and s 2 E B and that 
by using conditions d) and e), the inequalities (A9), and Lemma Al. Therefore 
vle focus our attention on s3 
0) 
and the corresponding ~ c"2 n21r2 from 
1 n 
Lemma .Al. 
We know 
<D 
s3 =6C (t)cp (x) 1 n n 
where 
t 
cn(t) = Io Fn(v)v2n(t-v)dv Now 
if F(x,t) is an indefinite integral in t for almost every x then 
t t C~(t) = Fn(O)v2nt(t) + j
0 
F~(v)v2nt(t-v)dv • Since Io F~(v)v2nt(t-v)dv can 
be written as It e-a(t-v )F'(v)ea ( t -v) v2n (t-v)dv, an application of the 
0 n t 
Schwarz inequality and the use of (A9) and (AlO) yield 
Parseval's equality, condition band c and the monotone convergence theorem 
give us the following: 
and 
oo 2 2 2 r1 2 ~ n 1!~ (0) = 1 F (x,O)dx 
1 n vo x 
~ It -2a(t-v)F' 2 (v)dv =It e-2a(t-v) ~ F' 2(v)dv 
e n 0 1 n 1 0 
t ( 1 
= I e-2a t-v) I F~(x,v)dx dv 
0 0 
IT rl 2 ~ j Ft(x,v)dx dv • 0 0 
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0) 
Therefore L: C"2(t )n2r? converges unformly and 
1 n 
00 , 
( ~ c"2(t)n2..,.2)~/2 < 'j-2 k -atlF ( o)J ~ n " ' e ' x x, L 
t 1 1/ 
+/2 k( J e- 2a(t-v)J F~(x,v)dx dv) 2 • 
0 0 
co 
After similar calculations on 6 C •2 n6n6 
1 n 
and are completed the 
fact that v E B and the inequalities (A13) and ~4) follow from Lemma Al. 
Since the series for v and vt converge uniformly it is an easy matt ·r to 
verify that v(x,O) = a1 (x), vt(x,O) = a2 (x) and v(O,t) = v(l,t) = 0. 
Thus v EM • 
A good reference for the type of calculation used in the proof of this 
lemma is Weinberger [13]. 
2.2b. Existence and Uniqueness on (O,T]. 
Definition A4: ~ ( (> ) = ( u I u E M , II ull ::: 6 } • 
Recall from definitions (A1)-(A3) that M depends on T. 
Definition A5 : 
on Ml(6) if there exi st L1 (~) and L2(6) such that 
a. IFxxiLm + IFtlLm ~ L1(6) for every u E Ml, 
b. IF1xx-F2xx1Lm + IF1t-F2t1Lm ~ L2(6)1!~-u2!l for every ~,u2 E M1 
where 
i = 1,2 . 
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In the Appendix we show that if u E B then uxt is an indefinite integral 
in t for almost every x, uxxx and uxxt are indefinite integrals in X 
for every t and these derivatives exist in the Lm norm. It follows 
that F xx' F t and their Lm norms make sense. A sufficient condition for 
f to be Lipschitz on ~ is that f E c3 on 5 [-o,oJ x o . 
We now have the machinery to prove the following 
Theorem Al (Existence and Uniqueness on a Finite Time Interval): Let i) be 
an arbitrary number in (0,1) and let and satisfy the following 
conditions: 
a. f is Lipschitz on ~(o) , 
b. F(O,t) = F(l,t) = 0 , 
c. IS_ ( lalxxxxiL + la2xxxiL + IFx(x,O) IL) < i)o ' 
d. 
If {T < min ((~~~0 , K~2) then there exists a unique classical solution 
of ( Al )- (A)) for t E [ 0, T] • Recall that IS_ and K2 are defined in 
Lemma A2. 
Proof: To prove this it is sufficient to prove that A (see (15) and 
(Al)-(A7)) maps the complete metric space ~ into itself and is a 
contraction on ~ • 
Let v = Au ; we want to prove that if u E ~ then v E ~ • If we 
make the identification F(x,t) = f(u,ux,ut,uxx,uxt,x,t) then conditions 
a-d of this theorem assure that the conditions of Lemma A2 are satisfied. 
It follows that v E M and that 
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But ./T ::: (~~~0 implies ~!vii ::: 6 , therefore v E 1\ . 
To prove that A is a contraction ~e must sho~ there exists a positive 
r < 1 such that !1Au1-Au21! ::: rll~ -u2 !1 for every ~' u2 E ~ . The 
inequality (Al4) can be used here ~ith a1 = a 2 = 0 and F replaced by 
F1 - F2 ; it becomes: 
Theorem Al follows by applying the contraction mapping theorem described in 
section 1. 2 . 
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2.2c. Existence and Uniqueness on (O,oo) and Asymptotic Stability. 
Lemma A3: M2 (6,a) is complete. 
Proof: Let (un1 be a Cauchy sequence in M2 c M • Since M is complete 
there exists a u E M such that 
From the triangle inequality 
for n large 
u + u • 
n 
for every e > 0 • Therefore llull1 ::: oe -at 
The Lemma is proved if 
Definition A7: f(u,ux,ut,uxx'uxt,x,t) = F(x,t) is an exponential 
Lipschitz function on M2(6,a) if there exist ~(6) and L2 (o) such that 
a. IF xx IL and IF tIL ::: ~ L111ull~ ::: ~ L1 llull1 Oe -at for every 
u E M2 ' 
b. IFlxx-F2xxiL and IF1t-F2tiL::: ~ L211~-u2llo for every 
~,u2 E M2 where 
i = 1, 2 • 
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Theorem A2 
Stability): 
(Existence and Uniqueness for every t > 0 and Asymptotic 
Let ~ be an arbitrary number in (0,1) and let f, a1 and 
a2 satisfY the f ollowing conditions: 
a. f is exponential Li?schitz on M2(0,8) , 
b. F(O,t) = F(l,t) = 0, 
c. Kl(lalxxxxlL + la2xxxlL + IFX(x,o)IL> ~no ' 
d. and a2xx vanish at X= 0 and X = 1 . 
If' & is such that the inequalities 
~(&)& ~ (l-~)(2a)1/2 /K2 
and 
are satisfied, then there exists a unique classical solution of (Al)-(A3) 
in M2 for every T > 0 • 
Remarks: 
a. The exponential Lipschitz condition implies that u = 0 is an 
equilibrium solution. The nature of M2 insures the asymptotic 
stability of the zero solution. 
b. Condition a of Theorem A2 can be weakened; however, for expository 
purposes we feel the above statement of the theorem is the most 
instructive. For example, a form of Theorem A2 can be proved under 
the condition that IF I and xxL for e: > o. 
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Proof: To prove the theo~m it is sufficient to prove that A mops the 
complete metric space M2 into itself and is a contraction on M2 • 
Let v = Au ; we w:t::lt to prove that if u E ~ then v E M2 • It 
follows fTom conditions a through d and Lemma A2 that v EM and that 
llv\\1 =::IS_ e-at( \aJxxy)L + \a2xxxiL + \F)x,o)\L) 
t 1/2 t 1/2 
+ K2(( JO e-2a(t-v)IFxxl~ dv) +(JO e-2a(t-v)IFtli dv) ] 
_1/ 
=:: 116 e-at + K~1o2(2a) 2 e-at 
But \\v\\1 ~ oe -at , therefore v E M2 • 
To prove that A is a contraction we must show there exists a positive 
r < 1 such that 1\A~ -Au21\ =:: r \lu1-u2\l for every u1 , u2 E M2 • The 
inequality (A13) can be used here with a1 = a2 = 0 and F replaced by 
F1 - F2 ; it becomes : 
t ( 1/ IIA~-Au2Ji l =:: K2[( I e-2a t-v)IFlx£F2xxl~ dv) 2 
0 
+ (It e-2a(t-v)IFlt-F2tl~ dv)l/2] • 
0 
Condition a and the inequality L2(~)6 < (2a)1/ 2 /K2 imply 
1/':l 1\A~ -Au2 \\1 =:: K~2o(2a)- c.: ll~ -u21\ < r i\ u1-u2ll 
with r < 1. Therefore 
Theorem A2 follows by applying the contraction mapping theorem described 
in section 1.2 and noting that there is no restriction on T in the proof 
of the theorem. 
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Theorem A3: Suppose all the conditions of Theorem A2 are satisfied, then 
~here u is the fixed point of (Al)-(A3). 
Proof: Lemma A2, condition a of Theorem A2 and the fact that u is a fixed 
point of (Al)-(A3) imply that 
t l 
+ KZ:,l ( J e-2a(t-v) !!u! !~ dv) /2 • 
0 
Condition c of Theorem A2 , the fact that ll ul!1 :::; &e-at and the fact 
that ~&:::; (l-~)(2a)1/2/K2 imply that 
Let 
1/ t 1/ 
eat!lu!11 :::; il& + (l-i))(2a) 
2 ( J !lull~ dv) 2 • 
0 
y(t) = eatllul!1 , then 
y(t) :::; ~& + (l-~)(2a)1/2 ( t 1/ J -2av 2d ) 2 e y v • 0 (Al5) 
If we square both sides and use the fact that 
t 
y2(t) :::; 2~2&2 + 4a(l-~)2 J 
2 2 2 (p+q) :::: 2p + 2q we find 
-2av 2d e y v • (Al6) 
. 0 
An application of Gronwell's inequality to (A16) gives the desired result: 
or 
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Remark: The step (Al5) to (A16) is unfortunate as (A15) gives a better 
bound than (A16); however, it appears to be necessary in order to get a 
closed form solution of the inequality. If the approach used in the 
derivation of Gronwall's inequality is attempted on (A15) a differential 
inequality is derived which cannot be solved in closed form. 
2.2d. Construction of a Liapunov Functional for Special f's • 
We consider tv1o specific types of nonlinearities f, f = -g(u) and 
f =...a_ g(u ) where g has the properties 
oX X 
zg(z) > 0 z + 0 
g'(z)>o. 
The Liapunov functional for each type of nonlinearity will be of the 
form V(t) = v1 (t) + v2(t) where v1 is defined in (24) 
1 r1 2 2 2 2 
v1 (t) = 2 Jo [ux + {ut-auxx) + a:uxx]dx • 
From (25) 
Il 2 2 + Il = -0: [uxt + u + u f]dx utf dx • 0 XX XX 0 
Notice that v1 (t) is positive definite and that for the f's we are 1 
considering I u fdx is nonnegative. The basic idea in constructing Jo xx 
. 
V(t) is to find a v2(t) which is nonnegative such that v2(t) cancels 
(A17) 
(A18) 
(A19) 
(A20) 
out the last term in (A20). It must be remembered that u satisfies (A2). 
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Theorem A4: Let f' = -g(n) where g satisfies (Al7)-(A18). Then 
is a Liapunov functional for (Al )- (A2). It f'ollm·7S f'rom the Liapunov 
stability theorem that the zero solution of' (A1)-(A2) is 
asymptotically stable in the large . 
Proof': Differentiation of (A2l) yields 
which leads to 
• 1 
v2(t) = j utg(u)dx 
0 
1 Jl 2 2 2 2 u V(t) = 2 O (ux + (ut-au ) + au + 2 \ g(s)ds}dx XX XX j 0 
and 
• Jl 2 2 2 V(t) =-a (uxt+ u + u g'(u))dx • 
O XX X 
(A21) 
(A22) 
(A23) 
The theorem f'ollo"\oTS once we show (A22) and (A23) satisfy conditions a) through 
d) of' the Liapunov stability theorem -with 
2 pl 2 2 2 2 
p (t) = J
0 
[u + ux + ut + uxx]dx • (A24) 
The following inequalities will be usef'ul in our proof'. Since u is 
such that u(O,t) = u(l,t) = 0 and u exists, 
XX 
1 2 1 
lu<x,t) I < I I ux<x , t ) ldx~u ~ r u2 dx < p2 
- Jo · jo x - (A'C5) 
and 
I I J
l 1 1 2 Jl 2 2 ux(x,t) ~ u (x,t) dx ~ u < uxx dx ~ p 
0 xx x- 0 
(A26) 
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Inequality (A26) is based on the fact that for each t , 
zero for some x (by Rolle's theorem). 
u (x,t) has a 
X 
To verify conditions a and d of the Liapunov stability theorem \le 
2 Il 2 2 2 2 2 p < [2u + 2(ut-a:u ) + 2a u + u ] dx 
- 0 X XX XX XX 
2 
Therefore V(t) > ~ = ~1 (p) and clearly ~l satisfies the appropriate 
conditions. 
To verify condition c we notice that there exists a K2 such that 
1 1 2 2 22 ' 2 
v1 (t) ~ 2 I [ux + 2ut + 3a uxx]dx < K2p • 0 
1 u 
Now consider v2(t) = I ( I g(s)ds)dx and 0 0 
u -u 
let h(lul) =max( I g(s)ds' I g(s)ds) • This implies that h(O) = 0. 
0 0 
From (Al7) we see h is a nondecreasing function of lui and 
u I g(s)ds ~ h(lul). B,y (A25) lui~ p, therefore, 
0 
1 u 1 . . 
v2(t) = I I g(s)ds dx ~I h(p}dx = h(p) • 0 0 0 
Combining this with the result for v1 yields V(t) ~ K~2 + h(p} = ~2(p) 
and clearly ~2 satisfies the appropriate conditions. 
Condition b will be satisfied if we find a y such that 
1 2 2 2 y(p) ~a I [uxt + uxx + u~'(u)]dx. Using (A25) and (A26) we find 
0 
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2 Jl ? 2 2 2 p = [ u'- + u + ut + u ] dx < O X XX -
but g'(u) is positive; therefore, 
It "We take Y(p) -- ap2 d ~ 3 , con ition b is satisfieLt. 
This completes the proof of Theorem A4. 
Theorem A5: Let f = JL g(u ) "Where g satisfies (Al7)-(Al8). Then 
oX X 
V(t) = v1 (t) + v2 (t) "Where 
1 u (x,t) 
v2(t) = J ( j x g(;)ds)dx (A27 ) 0 0 
is a Liapunov functional for (Al)-(A2). It follo"Ws from the Liapunov 
stability theorem that the zero solution of (A1)-(A2) is asymptotically 
stable in the large. 
Proof: The proof of this theorem follo'Ws the proof of Theorem A4, 'With 
the appropriate modifications in the construction of ~2(p). 
Remark: It is interesting to note that in the case "Where f = 0, v1 (t) 
is a Liapunov functional and there exists a positive constant c such that 
. ext; 
v1 (t) ~ v1 (o)e- c • So, not only do "We have asymptotic stability in 
the large but 'We have an estimate on the rate of decay of the Liapunov 
fUnctional. Similar bounds can be obtained in theorems A4 and A5 by making 
further restrictions on g. 
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2.3 CASE B. 
- 2.3a. Preliminaries. 
The differential equation is 
xE[O,l], t>O, a> o , 
with boundary and initial conditions 
u(O,t) = u(l,t) = 0 , 
u(x,O) = a1 (x), ut(x,O) = a2 (x) • 
(Bl) 
(B2) 
(B3) 
We shall give neither the lemmas nor -proof's of the theorems '\>1hich are 
parallel to those in Case A; an understanding of Case A should be sufficient 
for filling these in. 
Definition Bl: 
where 0 = [0,1] x [O,T] and c3 denotes the class of 3 times continuously 
differentiable functions. 
Definition B2: B is the completion of C under the norm 
!lu\1 = (B4) 
where 
- and I 1m and l lr..m are the same as in Case A. 
The properties of B can be discussed in exactly the same way as in 
the Appendix. 
Definition B3: M = (uju E B, u(x,O) = a1 (x), ut(x,O) = a2 (x), 
u(O,t) = u{l,t) = o) • 
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2.3b. Existence and Uniqueness on [O,T]. 
Definition B4: 1\ ( o) = ( u I u E M , !lull ~ 6) • 
Definition B5: f(u,ux,ut,x,t) = F(x,t) is o Lipschitz function on ~(6) 
if there exist L1 (o) and L2(o) such that 
e. IFxxiLm + IFttiLm ~ L1 (u) for every u E ~, 
b. IFlxx-F 2x)Lm + ]Fltt - F 2tt ILm ~ L2(6 )!l~-u211 for every 
~,u2 E ~ where 
Fi (x,t) = f(u.,u. ,u.t,x,t), J. J.X 1. i = 1,2 . 
Theorem B1 (Existence and Uniqueness on~ Finite Time Interval): Let i1 
be an arbitrary number in (0,1) and let f, a1 and a2 s~tisfy the following 
conditions: 
e. f is Lipschitz on ~(o) , 
b. F(O,t) = F(l,t) = 0 . 
c. K1(la1xxxiL + le2xxiL + IFx(x,o)IL + IFt(x,o)IL) ~ Tj6, 
d. a1 ,a1xx and a2 vanish at x = 0 and x = 1 • 
r. • ((1- il)& 1 ) If ~T < IDJ.n K2Ll , K2L
2 
then there exists a unique classical solution 
of (B1)-(B3) for t E [O,T]. 
Remark: K1 and K2 are positive constants which can be determined as in 
Lemme A2.. 
2.3c. Existence and Uniqueness on [O,oo) and Asymptotic Stability. 
Definition B6: M
2
(0,a) = (ulu EM , l\ull1 ::=: 6e-at} , 
where 
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2 
1\u\\1 = L, \Dcrul + ~ IDouiL 
Ia 1=0 ~ Ia I =3 
and I '~ and I IL a :-:-e the same as in Case A.. 
Definition B7: f(u,ux,ut,x,t) is an exponential Lipschitz function on 
M2 (o,a) if there exist L1 (o) and L2 (o) such thet 
(B5) 
a. for every u E M2 , 
~here F1 and F2 are as in definition B5. 
Theorem B2 (Existence an~ Uniqueness for every t ~ 0 and Asymptotic Stability): 
Let ~ be an arbitrary number in (0,1) and let f, a1 · and a2 satisfy the 
follo~ing conditions: 
a. f is exponential Lipschitz on M2(o,a) , 
b. F(O,t) = F(l,t) = 0 , 
c. K1 ( la1xxxiL + \&2xxiL + IFx(x,o)\L + \Ft(x,o)\L) ~ ~o , 
d. a1 , o1xx and a2 vanish at x = 0 and x = 1 • 
If o is such that the inequalities 
and 
are satisfied then there exists a unique classical solution of (Bl)-(B3) in 
M2 for every T > 0 • 
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The remarks made after Theorem A2 are appropriate here. 
Theorem B3: Suppose alJ.. the conditions C.'f Theorem B2 are satisfied, then 
the inequality of Theorem A3 holds where u is the fixed point of (Bl)-(B3). 
2.3d. Liapunov Functional for Stability for Special f's • 
We consider the same two npecific types of f as in Case A, but l 1t 
1 
2 jr [u2 + 2 2 1d P = ux + ut~ x 
0 
Theorem B4: Let f = -g(u) Then 
1 r1 2 2 2 2 ru V(t) = 2 j [ux + (ut+au) +au + 2 J g(;)ds]dx 0 0 
is a Liapunov functional for (Bl)-(B2), where 
. Il 2 2 V(t) = -a [ut + u + u g(u)]dx • 
0 X 
Theorem B5: Let f = ~ g(u ) • 
oX X 
'!hen 
1 Jl 2 2 2 2 Jux V(t) =- [ux + (ut~ au) +au + 2 g(;)ds]dx 2 0 0 
is a Liapunov functional for (B1)-(B2) • 
(E6) 
(B7) 
(Notice the existence theorems do not apply to nonlinearities of this type.) 
The remark after Theorem A5 is appropriate here . 
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2. 4 CASE C. 
2.4a. Preliminaries. 
The differential equation is 
= f(u,u ,x,t) 
X 
X E [0,1], t > 0 
with boundary and initial conditions 
u(O,t) = u(l,t) = 0 
u(x,o) = a1 (x) • 
We discuss this case in the same vay as Case B except we briefly consider 
the mapping since it differs from (15). 
The mapping of u into v defined by 
vt - vxx = f(u(x,t),ux(x,t),x,t) = F(x,t) 
can be written in a form similar to (15) as 
where 
and 
00 00 t 
v =Au=~ a1 v1 (t)cp (x) + ~ ( J F (v)v1 (t-v)dv)cp (x) 1 n n n 1 0 n n n 
2 2. 
-n rr "G 
= e 
cp (x) = /2 sin nrr x 
n 
F (t) 
n 
1 
= r- F(x,t)cp (x)dx • 
0 n 
(Cl) 
(C2) 
(C3) 
(c4) 
(C6) 
The solution of (Cl)-(C3) can be viewed as a fixed point of the mapping A in 
(C5). 
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Definition Cl: C = (ulu,ux,ut,uxx,uxxx,uxt E C(O)) where 0 = [0,1] x [O,T]. 
Definition C2: B is the completion of C under the norm 
where I lm and I ILm are the same as in case A. 
The properties of B can be discussed in exactly the same way as in 
the Appendix. 
Definition C3: M = {ulu E B, u(x,O) = a1 (x), u(O,t) = u{l,t) = 01 
2.4b. Existence and Uniqueness on [O,T]. 
Definition C4: 1\(6) = (uju EM, 1\u!J ~ 6). 
Definition C5: f(u,ux,x,t) = F(x,t) is Lipschitz on ~(6) if there 
a. IFxxiLm + IFtiLm ~ L1 (o) for every u ~ ~, 
b. IF1 xx- F2xx1Lm + IF1 t - F2t1Lm ~ L2(o)\\~-u21\ for every 
~,u2 E ~ where 
i = 1,2 . 
Theorem Cl (Existence and Uniqueness~~ Finite Time Interval): Let ~ 
be an arbitrary number in (0,1) and let f and a1(x) satisfy the 
followin~ conditions: 
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a. f' is Lipschitz on }/1. ( 5) 
' 
b. F(O,t) = F(l,t) 
= 0 ' 
c. JS. ( I alxxx I L + IFx(x,o)!L) ::: Tt(> , 
d. al and alxx \•anish at X= 0 and X = 1 • 
If' /T < min((i-i )o , K-i ) t hen there exists a unique classical solution 
2 1 z-2 
of' (Cl)-(C3) for t E [O,T]. 
Remark: JS_ and K2 are positive constants which can be detennined as in 
Lemma A2. 
2.4c. Existence and Uniqueness on [O,co} and Asymptotic Stability. 
Def'ini t i on C6: M2(5,a) = {u!u EM, \\ u \11 :::; 5e-at) , where 
llu\11= lui~+ lu)m1+ lutl~+ luxxl~+ luxt!L+ luxxxiL, and I I~ and I IL 
are as in Case A. 
Def'inition C7: f(u,u ,x,t) = F(x,t) is an exponent ial Li pschitz funct ion 
X 
on M2 if there exist 
a. IFxxiL and 
u1 ,u2 E M2 , 
L1(~) and L2( o ) such t hat 
IF tiL :::; ~ Ll : u\1~ :::; ~ Ll l\ ulllt>e -at for every 
b. IFlxx- F2xxiL and IF1t - F2tiL:::; ~ L2 1!~-u2l!o for every 
u1 ,u2 E M2 , whe re F1 and F2 are as in definition C5 • 
Theorem C2 (Existence and Uniquenes s for every t::: 0 and Asymptotic Stability): 
Let ~ be an arbitrary number in (0,1) and let f and a1 satisf'y the 
followi ng conditions: 
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a. f is exponential Lipschitz on M2(o,a) , 
b. F(O,t) = F(l,t) = 0 , 
c. Kl(la1xxxiL + IFx(x,o)jL) ~ ~o, 
d. a1 and a1xx vanish at x = 0 and x = 1 • 
If o is such that the inequalities 
and 
are satisfied, then there exists a unique classical solution of {Cl)-(C3) 
in M2 for every T > 0 • 
The remarks made after Theorem A2 are appropriate here. 
Theorem C3~ Suppose all the conditions of Theorem C2 are satisfied, then 
the inequality of Theorem A3 holds for Case C ~here u is the fixed point 
of ( Cl )- ( C3). 
2.4d. Liapunov Functional for Stability for Special f's • 
We consider the same t~o specific types of f as in case A, but let 
2 Il 2 2 p = (u + u )dx • 
0 X 
is a Liapunov functional for (Cl)-(C2) for both nonlinearities. 
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2.5 CASE D. 
The differential equation and auxiliary conditions are: 
(Dl) 
x, y E £:; , t > 0 a>o 
where 2 i) = [O,l] , 
u(x,y,t) = 0 on oi; (D2) 
where ~ is the boundary of £:; , and 
(D3) 
Results for this case can be obtained just as in the other cases, but 
' because of space limitations we shall just indicate some points which may not 
be obvious simply from a study of the previous cases. This case was selected 
to illustrate that the ideas in this paper are applicable to problems containing 
more than one spatial dimension. 
1. Definitions of C and B • 
C = { u I IP u E C ( 0), 0 < Ia I < 4 ; D0 ut E C ( 0), 0 < I a I < 3 ; 
D0 utt E c(o)' 0 < Ia I ~ 1) where 
and 0 = £:; X (O,T] • 
B is the completion of C ~der the norm 
'Where 
and 
3 
!lull= ~ Ia 1=0 
-4e>-
lg(x,y,t)j =max jg( x,y,t)j 
m 0 
2 1/2 lg(x,y,t)!Lm = max ( J g (x,y,t)dx dy) 
tE[O,T] ~ 
The modifications needed inthe Appendix in order to discuss the properties 
of the space B in this case are not as trivial as in Cases B and C. 
2. The Lemma corresponding to Lemma Al is not as good in this case 
because of the divergence of the series 
(X) co 1 l:L: 
1 1 2+ 2 m n 
(I) 1 
of the convergence of L: 2 in the proof of Lemma Al. ) 1 n 
(Notice the role 
The result of 
this is that the nonlinearity in (Dl) can contain the derivatives 
and ut but not higher order ones. 
3. The Lemma corresponding to Lemma A2 requires smoothness conditions 
on v2F and Ft (compare a. of Lemma A2) and the integrability of IV(v2F)I 
and lvrtl (compare c. of Lemma A2) • 
With the understanding of 1 - 3 , the proofs of existence, and uniqueness 
go through much the same as in the other cases. 
4. A Liapunov functional for f = -g(u) subject to the conditions 
(A17-18) is 
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APPENDIX 
PROPERTIES OF SPACE B IN CASE A 
Recall the definition of B (Al and A2) and notice the structure of the 
norm defined there. It is clear that the continuity of the derivatives Which 
are completed under the I I norm is preserved, i.e., if u E B then 
m 
u, ux' ut' uxx' uxt' utt' uxxx and uxxt are continuous on 0 = [0,1] x [O,T]. 
The question ve consider here is: vhat happens to the x derivatives of 
utt'uxx and uxxt and the t derivatives of uxt and uxx under the 
norm in the completion of C(O) ? 
B:t is the completion of Consider ti.o spaces B_t 
~(o) = (w(x,t)\v,wx E C(O)} 
and B2 where 
under the norm \\w\1 = lwl + lw ILm and m x 
is the completion of c2(0 ) = (w(x,t) lw,wt E C(O)} under the norm 
1\w\1 = lvlm + lwtiLm • The properties of the x derivatives of utt' uxxx 
and uxxt and the t derivatives of uxt and u follov from the 
XXX 
properties of v in B_t and B2 respectively. 
To discuss the properties of B1 and B2 we need 
Lemma 1: Let (v nl be a Cauchy sequence in C(O) under the norm I lr.m 
(i.e. lvn-vmiLm + 0). Then there exists an f(x,t) such that 
a. 
b. 
and 
lim lv -fiL = 0 for each t E [O,T] , 
n n 
lfiLm exists and l~mlvniLm = lriLm 
Proof: Since lv -v IL < lv -v lr..m· , {vn} is a Cauchy sequence in 
n m - n m 
lr.m 
L2[0,l] for every t E [O,T]. The Riesz-Fischer theorem (see Korevaar [8], 
page 391) asserts the existence of an f(x,t) E L2 [o,l] for each t E [O,T] 
such that lim 
n 
IV -fl • 0 • n Lm 
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Since f(x,t) E L2 [0,l], lriL exists for every t E [O,T] and the 
existence of lriLm follows if lriL is a continuous function of t. To 
prove this we show that lim lvniL = f~JL uniformly in t for t E [O,T]: 
n 
The result I lvniL - !riLl ~ lvn-fiL + 0 implies l~m lvniL = lriL pointwise 
in t. Let hn(t) = lvniL then 
lh (t)-h (t)l < lv -v IL < lv -v I + 0 • 
n m - n m - n IDLm 
Therefore lriL is the uniform limit of a sequence of continuous functions 
which assures the continuity of lriL and the existence of lriLm • 
To prove c) we notice that for every € > 0 there exists an n such that 
lvn+p-vniLm ~ ~ € for every p ~ 0 • 
But 
therefore 
lim lv -fiLm = 0 • 
n n 
Consider the spaces ~ and B2 • 
Lemma 2 (Properties of ~): Let w E ~ • Then w is an indefinite 
integral in x for every t. 
Lemma 3 (Properties of B2 ): Let wE B2 • Then w is an indefinite integral 
in t for almost every x. 
Proof of Lemma 2· For every w in ~ there exists an associated Cauchy 
sequence [wnJ , wn E c1 such that 
w is a Cauchy sequence in C(O) 
nx 
under the norm I ILm 
(i) 
end 
-A3-
X 
w (x,t) = w (o,t) + r w (v,t)dv • 
n n J0 nx 
We know from Lemma land (i) t hat there exists a 
limlw -glr..m = 0. The equality 
n nx 
IX -- IX lim w (v,t)dv g(v,t)dv n 0 nx 0 
(ii) 
g(x,t) such that 
(iii) 
for every x E [0,1] and for every t E [O,T] , follows from the inequalities 
X l 
I r Cw Cv,t)-g(v,t)}ivl < r lw Cv,t)-g (v,tlldv J0 nx - J0 nx 
< lw -g I < lw - g I + 0 • nx L - nx Lm 
If we make use of (~i)and the uniform convergence of fwn(x,t)} , the pointwise 
limit of equation (ii}yields 
X 
w(x,t) = w(O,t) + J g(v,t)dv • 
0 
Therefore w(x,t) is an indefinite integral in x for every t. 
(iv) 
Proof of Lemma 3: For every w in B2 there exists an associated Cauchy 
wnt is a Cauchy sequence in C(O) 
under the norm 
and 
t 
w (x,t) = w (x,O) + f w t(x,v)dv • 
n n J0 n 
We know from Lemma l and (v) that there exists a g(x,t) such that 
l~m lwnt-g1Lm = O. We now show there exists a subsequence nj such that 
t 
lim I w t(x,v)dv 
nj 0 nj 
t J g(x,v)dv 
0 
(v) 
(vi') 
(vii) 
-A4-
for every t E [O,T] and almost e'rery x E [0,1]. 
and 
give 
The inequalities 
t 
I J (wnt(x,v)-g(x,v)uvl 
0 
< 
rT 
\ lw +(x,t)-g(x,t)!dt = G (x) 
- Jo nv n 
limiG (x)IL = o. 
n n 
The Riesz-Fischer theorem asserts the existence of a subsequence St:. ~h 
that Gnj(x) + 0 almost everywhere. Therefore (vii) is true. The subsequence 
satisfies (vi), that is 
t 
wn (x,t) = wn (x,O) + J w t(x,v)dv , 
j j 0 . nj . 
so, if we make use of (vii) and the unifonn convergence of 
pointwise limit of (viii) yields 
+ It w(x,t) = w(x,O) g(x,v)dv 0 
w (x,t), the 
nj 
(viii) 
(ix) 
for almost every x in (0,1]. Therefore w(x,t) is an indefinite integral 
in t for almost every x. 
The properties of u E B can now be stated as a 
Theorem (Properties of B): 
If u E B , then 
a. u,u ,ut,u ,uxt,ut+'u and uxxt are continuous, X XX •. XXX 
b. utt'uxxx and uxxt are indefinitd integrals in x for every t , 
c. and u are indefinite integrals in t 
XXX 
for almost 
every x • 
Proof: Lemma 2 asserts b and Lemma 3 asserts c • 
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